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FADE IN:

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

CHRIS 45, tanned, squared jawed, wears smart glasses and

with combed back hair. Sits on the couch watching the game.

He calls his son in from the kitchen.

CHRIS

Kevlin, I have a job for you to

do. Earn your pocket money for the

week.

KELVIN 17, tall, athletic, with a gelled rough cut styled

hair cut, walks in.

KELVIN

What do you want me to do?

CHRIS

I want you to clean out the attic

for me.

KELVIN

Sure, no problem.

CHRIS

Great. Shouldn’t take you more

than an hour to do. Start off by

grouping everything into boxes.

KELVIN

Where’s the boxes?

CHRIS

Behind the couch.

Chris attempts to pull out the flat pack boxes from behind

the couch.

CHRIS

Group the photos together, the

sports memorabilia together, et

cetera.

Kelvin grabs the boxes that Chris merely just waives a hand

to.

KELVIN

Cool, got it. No problem dad.



2.

INT. ATTIC

Kelvin’s slowly breaking into a sweat. By lifting the boxes

and furniture to one side of the attic.

Thirty minutes passes before he decides to rest himself.

He sits down on a grand chest.

After a few moments he becomes curious and looks down upon

the grand mahogany chest with it’s worn brass hinges and

latches.

He turns around and kneels down to look closely inside. The

poorly lit attic’s window barely provides enough vision to

see.

As the lid creaks open, dust slowly drifts out. Along the

edges of the chest, and navigates along the sides of the

chest before settling quietly amongst the surroundings.

Kelvin quickly waves the dusty air away from his face.

The light catches silver twinkling amidst the dull

collection of faded gold and bronze antiques.

Kelvin’s eyes are drawn towards it. He grabs the edges and

takes it out to examine closely.

He holds it towards the window and catches the light trail

along it’s outline.

KELVIN (V.O.)

It’s a lamp.

He screws his face, pondering.

KELVIN (V.O.)

What if I?

He grabs his shirt and rubs the lamp.

A small plume of smoke exits the lamp’s funnel. Growing

larger and larger. It sparkles like the night sky before

eventually clearing to reveal.

A long haired brunette wearing traditional middle-eastern

clothing from a thousand years ago.

GENIE

Hello and thank you for releasing

me.
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KELVIN

Holy shit. You’re a genie.

GENIE

This is true.

KELVIN

No way.

Kelvin stumbles for words.

KELVIN

Don’t you have a thing. A offer or

incentive to give me? Ah, ah...

Kelvin puts his hand up.

KELVIN

Don’t tell me, it’s on the tip of

my tongue.

GENIE

Wish?

KELVIN

That’s it. Threes to give me?

GENIE

Yes, I can only grant you three

personal wishes.

KELVIN

Right. So, are there any rules or

any anything I should be made aware

off?

GENIE

Not that I’m aware off. It’s as

straightforward as I

mentioned. Three personal wishes.

KELVIN

Wishes that belong to me?

GENIE

Yes.

KELVIN

Right. For my first wish. I want

a million wishes.
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GENIE

Can’t have that.

KELVIN

What?! You’re not suppose to deny

my wish.

GENIE

I said three and three only

wishes. What do you not understand

about that?

Kelvin rolls his eyes and exhales whilst shaking his head.

KELVIN

I wish you’d be less annoying.

The Genie crosses her arms out in front of herself and nods.

GENIE

Granted.

KELVIN

What?! I didn’t mean that! It was

rhetorical.

The Genie has that ’I told you so’ look.

GENIE

Be careful what you wish for.

Kelvin starts to pace back and forth.

KELVIN

Damn! Two wishes left. Gotta make

them count.

The Genie sits down on the chest.

GENIE

Take your time. It’s been ages

since I’ve seen the light of day.

KELVIN

When was the last time you’ve been

out?

GENIE

Oh, about twenty-five years ago.

Kelvin snaps his finger and smiles.
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KELVIN

Got it. Easy one. I wish I had

five hundred million pounds in the

bank.

GENIE

Are you sure? Don’t want to get

caught do you with that much in the

bank?

Kelvin rocks his head forward, and with a fixed

stare. Stares into the Genie’s eyes.

KELVIN

Just do it.

The Genie shakes her head, before crossing her arms and

nods.

GENIE

Granted. Got any more bright

ideas? Or are you trying to get

caught?

Kelvin looks the Genie up and down.

He starts to grin.

KELVIN

I won’t get caught for this idea.

The Genie raises her hand and points at Kelvin.

GENIE

Get that idea out of your

head! You’re too young.

Kelvin smiles.

KELVIN

I could do with losing my cherry.

GENIE

How about increasing your bank

balance?

KELVIN

I wish to lose my cherry and screw

you over this chest. Is that

precise enough for you?

A reluctant Genie stands up, turns around, crosses her arms

in front of herself and nods.
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GENIE

Granted.

She rests her hands on the chest, and holds onto the sides.

LIVING ROOM

The games ended on the television. Chris turns off the

sound and shouts up to Chris.

CHRIS

Kelvin, are you finished?

Chris sets the remote back on the table.

ATTIC

Chris peeks his head into the attic.

He can barely see his son facing away at the other end of

the attic.

Kelvin and the Genie make noises. Knocking over boxes and

panting.

Chris squints his eyes.

CHRIS

Kelvin, what are you doing?

Kelvin stops suddenly in shock.

He turns around and sees his dad.

KELVIN

I made a wish.

The Genie peers her head around.

GENIE

Oh hi Chris.

CHRIS

Hi Genie, been a while.

GENIE

Too long.

CHRIS

Kelvin.
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KELVIN

Yes.

CHRIS

When you’re finished up in here,

let me know.

Chris waves to Genie.

CHRIS

Genie, don’t forget! I’ve still

got one last wish.

GENIE

It’s never far from my mind.

FADE OUT.


